Presenter and Poster Author Biographies

Ananthan Ambikairajah
Ananthan graduated with a Bachelor of Science (Neuroscience) and Master of Teaching (Secondary) at the University of New South Wales (UNSW). Ananthan is passionate about education and is actively involved in mentoring programs, which seek to support students academic and personal goals. He has taught students from a number of different educational environments and socioeconomic backgrounds ranging from primary to tertiary students. Ananthan has also conducted and published research in Frontotemporal Dementia and Schizophrenia. As a result, Ananthan is currently completing a PhD at the Australian National University (ANU), in Canberra, with a particular focus on understanding the structural and functional changes that occur in the brain during dementia, as a result of risk factors such as diet and exercise.

Mahnaz Armat
Mahnaz Armat is a senior Arts (Social Sciences) lecturer and facilitator at UNSW Global Foundation Studies, a pathway to university program in Sydney, Australia. She has been involved with ESL teaching for several years. As part of her current position, her primary focus is on assisting international students meet tertiary entry requirements through improving their independent thinking, problem-solving skills, academic integrity and raising their cultural awareness.

Jose Bilbao
Dr Bilbao is an expert on the thermal and electrical modelling of PV systems and buildings. His interests include low carbon and low energy buildings, PV systems and integration with smart grids, and effective teaching/learning and assessment methods. Dr Bilbao recently joined SPREE as an Associate Lecturer and he is also the School’s Student Experience Coordinator.

David Blaazer
David Blaazer was previously in the History program at UNSW Canberra, where he was also Associate Dean (Education) Fiona Honeyman is an Educational Developer in Teaching Enabled Learning Support (TELS) at UNSW Canberra

Andrew Blance
Biostatistician, Program Authority, and EF academic

Eva Chan
Eva is the Senior Careers Consultant at UNSW and a registered Psychologist with a Master in Organisational Psychology. Eva has over 12 years of experience in facilitating the career development learning of undergraduate and postgraduate students through the delivery of a range
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of professional career services. She has undertaken specialist roles in coordinating work integrated learning programs, developing career education courses, tailoring career education to specific cohorts and providing career advice to postgraduate research candidates.

Orin Chisholm
Dr Orin Chisholm is the Program Director and a Senior Lecturer in Pharmaceutical Medicine in the School of Medical Sciences. She has extensive experience in the pharmaceutical industry, which has equipped her to embed practical, current and innovative education in pharmaceutical medicine in her program. Orin is also a member of the Gene Technology Technical Advisory Committee, which provides advice on gene technology to the Office of the Gene Technology Regulator.

Dominic Fitzsimmons
Dr Dominic Fitzsimmons works at the The Learning Centre, and co-ordinates the university preparation programs, and also teaches in the Law Faculty.

Martin Healy
Martin is a Senior Educational Support Advisor with the Educational Support Service. He has been with UNSW since 2002, with the Counselling Service (CAPS) initially and with the Educational Support Service since 2015. His background is Clinical Psychology and research interests have been around the factors that promote adjustment to university.

Cristan Herbert
Cristan Herbert is involved in undergraduate teaching for both Medicine and Science students in the School of Medical Sciences at UNSW. He is currently convenor for introductory Pathology courses offered to students in year 2 of the Medical Science and Exercise Physiology Programs. Cristan has a particular interest in blended learning for large group teaching, and has expertise with the development of online resources for teaching and assessment.

Fiona Honeyman
Fiona Honeyman is an Educational Developer in Teaching Enabled Learning Support (TELS) at UNSW Canberra.

Jasper Hsieh
Jasper Hsieh completed his PhD in Education. He is working as an Educational Developer at PVCE, UNSW. His research interest and specialisation are International Higher Education, Educational Ethnography, and The Sociology of Education.

Michelle Langford
Michelle Langford is a Senior Lecturer in Film Studies and a Scientia Education Fellow. Her research interests span the cinemas of Germany and Iran with a particular focus on modes of allegorical
cinema. Michelle teaches within the Film Studies major in the Bachelor of Arts and the Bachelor of Media, Screen & Sound Production.

Kim Lapere
Kim Lapere completed her BSc (Hons) at the University of Western Australia in 2009 in the field of physical chemistry. During her PhD she completed a postgraduate teaching internship program that sparked her interest in tertiary teaching. Kim has been working as an associate lecturer at UNSW Chemistry since July 2016 and has recently become education-focussed. Kim researches mastery learning in undergraduate chemistry students.

May Lim
Dr May Lim is a Senior Lecturer and Industrial Training Coordinator, School of Chemical Engineering, UNSW.

Ang Liu
Dr. Ang Liu is a senior lecturer at the School of Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering, University of New South Wales. He obtained his Ph.D. in mechanical engineering from the University of Southern California in 2012. Dr. Liu's research interests include innovative design thinking, design theory and methodology, intelligent design for intelligent manufacturing, technology-enhanced learning, design education, and international engineering education. Dr. Liu is a Research Affiliate of the International Academy of Production Engineering (CIRP).

Nadine Marcus
Dr Nadine Marcus is a Senior Lecturer with a cross-disciplinary background. Her research focuses on the design of multimedia educational technology to improve learning. She supervised the PhD project that led to the AeLP, commercialised via Smartsparrow, and currently used for online content development across UNSW. She has attracted significant grant funding to develop eLearning resources across disciplines, and has published extensively in peer reviewed journals and conferences within Educational Technology and Online Learning.

Simon McIntyre
Simon is the Associate Dean Education at UNSW Sydney | Art & Design, and a member of the Scientia Education Fellowship. He is a multi-award winning educator, passionate about improving the effectiveness, quality and relevance of the student learning experience, and about pedagogically driven use of technology to innovate learning and teaching practices.

Simon’s research explores how online pedagogies, open education and resources, and Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) can evolve education into a globally networked practice. He has been instrumental in developing award winning leading online teaching practices and open professional development programs, helping establish an internationally recognised quality online learning
reputation for UNSW. Through his continued research and online teaching practice, Simon hopes to continue to help develop strategies to improve the quality and delivery of online education across any discipline.

**Taye Morris**
Taye is the Manager of UNSW Careers and Employment and is an experienced Careers professional with a background in Career Counselling, Education, Recruitment and Selection, Psychological Assessment and Human Resources Consulting. As Manager of Careers and Employment, Taye has led a variety of new initiatives in career development and work integrated learning including a professional development program for international students and a highly successful career development course for credit which utilises technology to create an interactive, blended learning environment.

**Marina Nehme**
Dr Marina Nehme is a Senior Lecturer at UNSW Law. She is currently the Director of Learning and Teaching. Marina received in 2011 a Citation for Outstanding Contribution to Student Learning from the Australian Learning and Teaching Council. Her research is in the area of Corporate Law. Along with her pioneering research into crowd equity funding, she is currently conducting research in partnership with Australian Securities and Investments Commission on enforceable undertakings.

**Sue O’Neill**
Dr Sue O’Neill is a lecturer in Special Education at the School of Education. Sue’s research interests and publications include teachers’ use of evidence-based practices in several areas including: classroom management, managing challenging behaviors, transitions in the lives of people with disabilities, and the use of Universal Design for Learning principles to enable inclusive education at all education levels. How we prepare teachers in these areas is also a research interest. Sue’s currently funded research projects include investigating the transition planning practices for youth serving custodial sentences returning to community, and preservice teacher preparedness and efficacy in classroom and behavior management.

**Nalini Pather**
A/Prof Nalini Pather has extensive HE experience in a number of countries, including South Africa, North America and the UK. Nalini currently teaches to Medicine, Exercise Physiology, Biomedical Engineering and Medical Science students. She has won several awards, including a VCATE and an OLT Citation Award, for developing communities of practice and embedding practices such as teamwork, professionalism, online assessment and ePortfolios in higher education. Nalini’s research involves using medical visualisation and using technology to enhance medical education and health practice.
Justine Rogers
Dr Justine Rogers is a Senior Lecturer at UNSW Law. She is responsible for designing and convening the core UG and JD ethics course. In 2016, Justine was finalist in the Australian Law Awards, for both legal academic and woman legal academic of the year for her teaching innovations to improve ethics capacity. Her research focuses on the legal profession, legal ethics and ethical decision-making. She is currently a CI of an ARC linkage grant on the future of the professions.

Kim Snepvangers
Dr Kim Snepvangers is a UNSW Teaching Fellow and Professional Experience Project (PEP) Coordinator at Art & Design. As the recipient of a 2017 SEIF Grant with the Faculty of Science and a 2016 UNSW Strategic Educational Fellowship her research interweaves creative, reflective and professional leadership contexts. Her work on the Course Development Tool Pilot with SDES2116 Design Practice (1 of 7 courses selected for development) has been selected for the Inspired Learning Initiative: Blended Learning Showcase in Moodle across UNSW. Using transactional multimedia scenarios her research uses an ecologies of practice lens to engage with marginalised communities, graduate networks and critical pedagogy. Recent leadership roles comprise: South-East Asia and Pacific World Councillor for the International Society for Education through Art (InSEA); PhD Scientia HDR Supervisor; Art & Design representative Women in Research Network (WIRN) and Co-Convenor Arts Education Research Practice Special Interest Group (AERPSIG) within Australian Association Research in Education (AARE). As PEP Coordinator Kim develops projects and partnership protocols with industry mentors inventing new strategic opportunities and innovative teaching and learning pathways to meet future needs of students. As the 2017 recipient of the Emerald Literati Network Award for Excellence, her journal article in Higher Education, Skills and Workplace Learning 'Ecologies of practice in tertiary art and design: a review of two cases' is a Highly Commended paper & freely available until 20 June 2018.

Adina Stan
Adina Stan is a senior lecturer in the Arts (Social Sciences) Department at UNSW Global Foundation Studies, a pathway to university program affiliated to the University of New South Wales, Australia. She is the Convenor of International Issues and Perspectives. Her academic interests lie in the areas of interdisciplinary education, role-play and problem-based learning. As an educator, she aims to create an engaging, dynamic learning environment where students can feel empowered to construct their own learning and become independent thinkers.

Chihiro Thomson
Chihiro Thomson is a Professor of Japanese Studies and Fellow of UNSW Scientia Education Academy. Co-presenter, Takuya Kojima is her PhD student, who researches into Communities of Practice and Japanese language classrooms.
Amy Teale
Amy Teale is Learning and Teaching Manager at the Faculty of Art & Design. Prior to commencing this role she worked as an Educational Developer at both Art & Design and the Office of the PVCE. Before joining UNSW she worked in education management roles within the vocational education sector.

Adrienne Torda
Dr Adrienne Torda is an EF senior lecturer within the Faculty of Medicine. She is currently the convener of ethics teaching in Phases 1 and 3 of the medical course and is also heavily involved in clinical teaching at all stages of the course. Her current interests include the development of new teaching tools to inspire and educate students.

Heather Weltman
Heather Weltman is a research student in the School of Computer Science & Engineering at UNSW. Her interest lies in instructional design and the use of adaptive tutorials in a blended learning environment. Besides having designed and run adult software training courses, she has taught high school computing, as well as implemented numerous ICT projects. She is passionate about supporting educators who wish to integrate technology into their courses. As a lifelong learner, she believes there is always something new to learn and strive for and that like a circle, learning has no end.

Gary Velan
Professor Gary Velan is Associate Dean (Education) in UNSW Medicine, and a member of the Scientia Education Academy. His innovations in education include the introduction of online formative assessments to UNSW, as well as the development of virtual microscopy adaptive tutorials (VMATs). Those resources have resulted in improved learning outcomes for students in Medicine and Medical Science at UNSW and beyond. He also makes occasional attempts at humour!